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Itâ€™s your house, and you can decorate it any way that you see fit, so itâ€™s a good idea to weigh a few
different options before you settle on the right colors and style.

You might choose a particular motif that appeals to you, and then itâ€™s up to you to select various
decorative elements that look good with each other. This might be a sensible decision, in that you
can eliminate a lot of stores that donâ€™t offer what you want, and presumably you can then shop at the
stores that sell your style.

So youâ€™ve trimmed down your range of choices, and that can save work, but you just might be
avoiding another style that might be an even better option. Thereâ€™s no law on the books that
demands that you choose just one style of dÃ©cor for your home, and you must stick to that or else
the home dÃ©cor police will write you up.

Rooms with several differing but companionable styles are sometimes called â€œeclectic,â€• and you can
try out some complementary styles, such as colonial and modern furniture. When you mix up
differing styles of furniture and decorative elements, you might come up with an interesting hybrid
that you might never have looked forward to.

Your wall of vintage day-glow psychedelic posters might really begin to speak to you â€“ literally â€“ once
you combine them with round mirrors. Well-designed and built furnishings can be paired sometimes,
regardless of the styles, because beautiful objects share a certain elegance that makes them
compatible.

You canâ€™t really miss with round wall mirrors, because they blend with just about anything, and will
add more visual zest to a room. While mirrors are often set apart from other decorative elements in
a room, thereâ€™s no reason why they canâ€™t be paired with artworks and other kinds of wall hangings.

You can take advantage of the way mirrors make a room appear larger, and place them in a room
that might otherwise seem too cluttered and dark. You can really amp up the brightness in a room
with just a few well-placed mirrors that will reflect light from windows, skylights or even your
overhead lighting components.

Mirrors can also be set up on an opposing wall directly across from a marvelous painting or print,
reflecting it so that viewers get twice the enjoyment. You never have to fret about mirrors clashing
with anything else in your room, because they will only reflect the colors, lines and textures that are
already there.

You could opt to hang nothing but mirrors all over your walls in a way in which they would be
harmonious and decorative, and all youâ€™d need to do is settle on frames.
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mirrors and related products since the mid 1980â€™s. With us you buy directly from the manufacturer
and pay the lowest prices. You can choose from multiple sizes, variety of frame styles, and dozens
of color options. Avoid the middle man and enjoy getting the highest quality for the best price
anywhere. Many of our frame styles are not available anywhere else.
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